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Abstract To investigate the oceanic lithosphere formation and early seaﬂoor spreading history of the
North Atlantic Ocean, we examine multiscale magnetic anomaly data from the Jurassic/Early Cretaceous
age Eastern North American Margin (ENAM) between 31 and 40°N. We integrate newly acquired sea surface
magnetic anomaly and seismic reﬂection data with publicly available aeromagnetic and composite magnetic
anomaly grids, satellite-derived gravity anomaly, and satellite-derived and shipboard bathymetry data. We
evaluate these data sets to (1) reﬁne magnetic anomaly correlations throughout the ENAM and assign
updated ages and chron numbers to M0–M25 and eight pre-M25 anomalies; (2) identify ﬁve correlatable
magnetic anomalies between the East Coast Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA) and Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly
(BSMA), which may document the earliest Atlantic seaﬂoor spreading or synrift magmatism; (3) suggest
preexistingmargin structure and rifting segmentationmay have inﬂuenced the seaﬂoor spreading regimes in
the Atlantic Jurassic Quiet Zone (JQZ); (4) suggest that, if the BSMA source is oceanic crust, the BSMA may be
M series magnetic anomaly M42 (~168.5 Ma); (5) examine the along and across margin variation in seaﬂoor
spreading rates and spreading center orientations from the BSMA to M25, suggesting asymmetric crustal
accretion accommodated the straightening of the ridge from the bend in the ECMA to the more linear M25;
and (6) observe anomalously high-amplitude magnetic anomalies near the Hudson Fan, which may be
related to a short-lived propagating rift segment that could have helped accommodate the crustal alignment
during the early Atlantic opening.
1. Introduction
The Eastern North American Margin (ENAM) (Figure 1) was formed by the opening of the North Atlantic
Ocean following the rifting of the last supercontinent, Pangaea (Wilson, 1966). Advancing knowledge on
the structure and development of the ENAM is critical for understanding not only the formation and evolu-
tion of passive margins (Sheridan, 1989; Withjack et al., 1998) but also the early opening history of the Atlantic
Ocean (Biari et al., 2017; Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Labails et al., 2010;
Schettino & Turco, 2009; Vogt, 1973). Furthermore, the rift-drift transition of the ENAM was coincident with
and may have been triggered by the volcanism of the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (Marzoli et al.,
1999; Olsen et al., 2003; Schlische et al., 2003), which is also thought to be associated with a mass extinction
event at the Triassic-Jurassic boundary (Nomade et al., 2007). Additionally, the architecture of the ENAM inﬂu-
ences the prevalence and distribution of geohazards, including earthquakes and submarine landslides
(Chapman & Beale, 2010; Chaytor et al., 2007; Embley & Jacobi, 1986; Folger, 1988), and the origin and extent
of natural resources (Dillon et al., 1986; Mattick & Libby-French, 1986; Riggs & Manheim, 1988).
M series (Mesozoic) magnetic anomalies have been critical in characterizing the formation history of the
ENAM. Many studies have identiﬁed M series magnetic anomalies in the ENAM and western North Atlantic
from M0 to M25, suggesting a slow spreading regime and an absence of ridge jumps (e.g., Bird et al., 2007;
Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Müller et al., 1997; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Sundvik &
Larson, 1988; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a, 2010b; Vogt, 1986). For the earlier stage of the ENAM formation, how-
ever, only a few studies could extend magnetic anomaly identiﬁcations beyond anomaly M25 into the
Atlantic Jurassic Quiet Zone (JQZ) (Barrett & Keen, 1976; Bird et al., 2007) due to the low-amplitude magnetic
anomalies that cause difﬁculty in identiﬁcation (Figure 1a) (Bird et al., 2007; Larson & Pitman, 1972; Vogt,
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1986; Vogt et al., 1970). Furthermore, a notable change in magnetic anomaly strike is present from the
signiﬁcant bend in the East Coast Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA) offshore the New York Bight to the more
linear M25 (Figure 1a) (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986); however, the origin of the apparent straightening has
yet to be explained. Additionally, early along and across margin seaﬂoor spreading rates and patterns
during the formation of the Atlantic JQZ have not been comprehensively examined, despite the seaﬂoor
formation between rifting and the more thoroughly studied M0–M25 region being a signiﬁcant piece of
the early Atlantic opening history.
Figure 1. Geophysical data for the ENAM: (a) EMAG2v3 composite magnetic anomaly grid (Meyer et al., 2016), (b) ETOPO1 satellite-derived bathymetry grid (Amante
& Eakins, 2009) contoured every 500 m, (c) satellite-derived gravity anomaly grid (Sandwell et al., 2014), and (d) satellite-derived vertical gravity gradient grid
(Sandwell et al., 2014). Prominent features labeled: New York Bight, East Coast Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA), Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly (BSMA), New England
Seamount Chain (NESC), and island of Bermuda. White arrows show extent of the Inner Magnetic Quiet Zone (IMQZ) and Outer Magnetic Quiet Zone (OMQZ)
subdivisions of the Atlantic JQZ, and M0–M25. White dashed circles indicate anomalous magnetic features, including the Hudson Fan Magnetic Anomaly High
(HFMAH). Thick black lines indicate M series magnetic anomaly lineations M0 and M25. Dashed black lines are fracture zone picks of Klitgord and Schouten (1986).
Solid black lines denote fracture zones referenced in this study: Blake Spur (BSFZ), Kane (KFZ), Northern Kane (NKFZ), Delaware Bay (DBFZ), New York Bight (NYBFZ),
Long Island (LIFZ), and Atlantis (AFZ) (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986). Thin gray contours indicate BSMA (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986).
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The prerift history of the eastern margin of the North American continent is likely to be an inﬂuence on the
amount of volcanic activity experienced during continental breakup (Keen & Potter, 1995a) and the localiza-
tion of rifting near the modern continental shelf (Dunbar & Sawyer, 1989; Manspeizer, 1988; Sheridan et al.,
1993). The eastern edge of the North American Continent has experienced several cycles of tectonic collision
and rifting throughout its formation history (e.g., Manspeizer, 1988; Wilson, 1966), resulting in a complex crus-
tal structure from the accretion of terranes over time (Hatcher, 1989; Hatcher, 2010; Horton et al., 1989).
However, the inﬂuence of preexisting structure on the subsequent seaﬂoor spreading of the early Atlantic
opening (e.g., Behn & Lin, 2000; Sawyer, 1985), particularly within the low-amplitude magnetic anomaly
region of the Atlantic JQZ, has not been extensively investigated.
In this study, we examine the magnetic anomalies of the ENAM and western Atlantic to reﬁne our under-
standing of the early Atlantic seaﬂoor spreading regimes and inﬂuence of preexisting margin structure. We
use recently collected (Arsenault et al., 2017) and archived sea surface magnetic data from the National
Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) (www.ncei.noaa.gov), aeromagnetic (Bankey et al., 2002;
Zietz, 1982), and the newly available high-quality EMAG2v3 (version 3) global magnetic anomaly grid compil-
ing satellite, aeromagnetic, and shipboard magnetic data (Meyer et al., 2016). We integrate these data with
newly acquired multichannel seismic (MCS) data (Arsenault et al., 2017), and satellite-derived gravity
(Sandwell et al., 2014) and bathymetry grids (Amante & Eakins, 2009; Andrews et al., 2016; Butman et al.,
2006) (Figures 1 and 2). Based on magnetic anomaly analyses, we estimate seaﬂoor spreading rates and pat-
terns in the Outer Magnetic Quiet Zone (OMQZ) of the Atlantic JQZ between the Blake Spur Magnetic
Anomaly (BSMA) and M25 (Figure 1a) (Klitgord & Grow, 1980) and from M0 to M25, revealing, for the ﬁrst
time, a more comprehensive view on the pre-M25 stage of seaﬂoor spreading. We also identify correlatable
magnetic anomalies in the Inner Magnetic Quiet Zone (IMQZ) of the Atlantic JQZ between the ECMA and
BSMA (Figure 1a) (Klitgord & Grow, 1980) that have not previously been identiﬁed or discussed. We
Figure 2. (a) EMAG2v3 composite magnetic anomaly grid (Meyer et al., 2016) with recently collected (Arsenault et al., 2017) and archived shipboardmagnetic anom-
aly proﬁles from the NCEI overlain in gray. Red lines outline IMQZ and OMQZ of the New England, Mid-Atlantic, and Carolina regions. Black lines indicate M series
magnetic anomaly lineations M0 and M25. Select proﬁles used in age/chron assignment and spreading rate calculations shown in black. Proﬁles 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7
consist of multiple segments concatenated together (see Figure 4). (b) EMAG2v3 composite magnetic anomaly grid (Meyer et al., 2016) with magnetic anomaly
correlations overlain. Solid black lines show select M series magnetic anomaly lineations, with dashed sections denoting areas where there was difﬁculty tracing the
lineations using the EMAG2v3 grid. Dots indicate location of corresponding magnetic anomalies on sea surface magnetic anomaly proﬁles. In IMQZ, solid lines
indicate interpreted magnetic anomalies IMA1–IMA5 (black—peaks; white—troughs). Red lines denote boundaries of the New England, Mid-Atlantic, and Carolina
regions. Dashed brown lines mark interpreted offsets in IMQZ magnetic anomalies IMA1–IMA5.
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provide our georeferenced, digital magnetic anomaly data to the wider community for use in future studies
(Data Set S1 in the supporting information).
2. Background
2.1. ENAM Marine Magnetic Anomalies
Marine magnetic anomalies in the ENAM and western North Atlantic basin are one of the key observational
data sets for understanding the formation and evolution of oceanic lithosphere during the Atlantic opening
(Figures 1a and 2). Deciphering magnetic anomaly character provides insight into the tectonic framework of
the ENAM, including prominent features like the ECMA and BSMA, the low-amplitude magnetic anomaly
region of the Atlantic JQZ, and the M series magnetic anomalies M0–M25 (Figures 1a and 2).
The ECMA is a high-amplitude, positive magnetic anomaly that follows the margin for 2,500 km, near the
edge of the continental shelf, from offshore Georgia (at the Blake Spur Fracture Zone) to Nova Scotia
(Figure 1a) (Keen & Potter, 1995b; Keller et al., 1954; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986). The ECMA displays segmen-
tation along its length, represented by a series of magnetic anomaly highs separated by zones of relatively
lower amplitude (Figure 3a) (Behn & Lin, 2000; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Wyer & Watts, 2006). The ECMA
has been thought to represent the continent ocean transition (Austin et al., 1990; Klitgord et al., 1988;
Tréhu et al., 1989) and has been attributed to a late Paleozoic Alleghanian suture (McBride & Nelson, 1988)
or seaward dipping reﬂectors (SDRs) formed by the emplacement and subsidence of volcanic layers during
continental breakup (Austin et al., 1990; Benson, 2003; Keen & Potter, 1995b; Lizarralde & Holbrook, 1997;
Oh et al., 1995; Talwani et al., 1995; Talwani & Abreu, 2000). Various ages have been proposed for the
ECMA, with Klitgord and Schouten (1986) extrapolating an age of 175 Ma, while Benson (2003) suggested
an updated age based on more recent geomagnetic timescales of 172 Ma to 179 Ma. A possible conjugate
to the ECMA, the lower amplitude West African Coast Magnetic Anomaly, exists on the northwest African
margin (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Sahabi et al., 2004).
The BSMA is another high-amplitude, positive magnetic anomaly in the Atlantic JQZ located 150–250 km to
the east and oriented parallel to the ECMA, diminishing around 39°N (Figure 1a) (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986;
Taylor et al., 1968; Vogt et al., 1970). The origin of this magnetic anomaly is unknown, but is thought to play a
Figure 3. (a) EMAG2v3 composite magnetic anomaly grid (Meyer et al., 2016) with scale altered to highlight range of ECMA. ECMA contours in light gray showing
segmentation (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986). Dashed black lines are fracture zone picks of Klitgord and Schouten (1986). Brown lines mark interpreted offsets in IMQZ
magnetic anomalies IMA1–IMA5. Black box shows location of Figure 3b. (b) Close up of the IMQZ of the Carolina region (see Figure 3a for location). Overlays are
recently collected (Arsenault et al., 2017) and archived shipboard magnetic anomaly proﬁles from the NCEI. Solid lines show interpreted magnetic anomalies
IMA1–IM5 (black—peaks; white—troughs). Dots indicate location of correspondingmagnetic anomalies on sea surfacemagnetic anomaly proﬁles (Figure 2a). Brown
lines mark interpreted offsets in IMQZ magnetic anomalies IMA1–IMA5. Proﬁles b, c, and d make up Proﬁle 1 (Figure 2). (c) Correlation of magnetic anomalies IMA1–
IMA5 on select proﬁles within the IMQZ of the Carolina region. Dashed lines show magnetic anomaly correlations (black—peaks; white—troughs). ECMA and BSMA
labeled. Magnetic anomaly proﬁles a–f correspond to proﬁles in Figure 3b.
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key role in the early Atlantic opening (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Labails
et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Vogt, 1973). Like the ECMA, the BSMA is segmented along its length
(Figure 1a) (Klitgord et al., 1988). Klitgord and Schouten (1986) extrapolated an age of 170 Ma for the
BSMA, while Benson (2003) suggested an updated age based on more recent geomagnetic timescales of
168 Ma to 171 Ma. A possible conjugate to the BSMA, the African Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly, has been
proposed for the northwest African margin (Labails et al., 2010; Sahabi et al., 2004).
The Atlantic JQZ is a zone of low-amplitude magnetic anomalies between the ECMA and M25 (Figure 1a)
(Larson & Pitman, 1972; Vogt, 1986; Vogt et al., 1970). The low magnetic anomaly amplitudes of the
Atlantic JQZ have been attributed to a low intensity geomagnetic ﬁeld rapidly reversing polarity and/or a
low paleomagnetic latitude for the plate at the time of crustal formation (Larson & Pitman, 1972; Tivey
et al., 2006; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a). The Atlantic JQZ can further be subdivided into two zones of low-
amplitude magnetic anomalies: the IMQZ and OMQZ (Figure 1a) (Klitgord & Grow, 1980). The IMQZ of the
Atlantic JQZ is an approximately 100 km wide (west to east) zone between the ECMA and BSMA
(Figures 1a and 3b) (Klitgord & Grow, 1980; Vogt et al., 1971). Ages for the crust in the IMQZ are inferred to be
older than 170Ma, possibly as old as 190 Ma (Barrett & Keen, 1976; Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986;
Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Sheridan, 1987; Vogt, 1973; Vogt, 1986). Furthermore, while the
nature of the IMQZ crust is still unknown, Bird et al. (2007) proposed that the IMQZ is composed of oceanic
crust based on their observation of subtle linear trends in the second vertical gradient of the total magnetic
ﬁeld intensity within the IMQZ oriented subparallel to the ECMA and BSMA, which could be the result of
seaﬂoor spreading.
The OMQZ of the Atlantic JQZ is an approximately 200–350 km wide (west to east) region between the BSMA
to M25, becoming narrower from south to north (Figure 1a) (Klitgord & Grow, 1980). Low-amplitude pre-M25
M series magnetic anomalies are not as easily identiﬁed in the OMQZ, compared to the M0–M25 anomalies to
the east, with only a few studies proposing magnetic anomaly identiﬁcations in the OMQZ, such as Barrett
and Keen (1976) (M26–M28; north of the New England Seamount Chain) and Bird et al. (2007) (M28, M29,
M32, and M40).
M series magnetic anomalies from M0 to M25 are widely accepted in the North Atlantic (Figure 2) (e.g., Bird
et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Müller et al., 1997; Schettino & Turco, 2009;
Schouten & Klitgord, 1977; Sundvik & Larson, 1988; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a, 2010b; Vogt, 1986), with the
magnetic anomaly correlations of most later studies based on the correlations of Klitgord and Schouten
(1986). Magnetic anomalies M0–M25 are also widely identiﬁed on the conjugate northwest African margin
(Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Roest et al., 1992; Rona et al., 1970; Verhoef et al., 1990),
and some pre-M25 anomalies have been identiﬁed (Bird et al., 2007; Roeser et al., 2002), suggesting the
Atlantic JQZ does contain correlatable magnetic anomalies.
In addition to the prominent magnetic anomalies (ECMA, BSMA), low-amplitude magnetic anomaly regions
(Atlantic JQZ, IMQZ, and OMQZ), and M0–M25 magnetic anomalies, there are distinct, high-amplitude, ellip-
soidal magnetic anomalies within the Atlantic JQZ that have not yet been investigated, despite being present
in older magnetic anomaly data (Figures 1a and 2) (e.g., Bankey et al., 2002; Klitgord & Behrendt, 1977; Meyer
et al., 2016; Zietz, 1982). Two distinct ellipsoidal magnetic anomaly highs, coinciding with the location of the
Hudson Fan (hereafter called the Hudson Fan Magnetic Anomaly Highs (HFMAH)), are located ~620 km
southeast of the New York Bight, with amplitudes much higher than the surrounding Atlantic JQZ and similar
to the magnetic anomalies of Bermuda (Vogt, 1986) and the New England Seamount Chain (Duncan, 1984)
(Figures 1a and 2). However, no signiﬁcant gravity anomaly highs has been identiﬁed in conjunction with
the HFMAH (Figures 1c and 1d), suggesting that a substantial igneous addition by late-stage magmatism, like
Bermuda and the New England Seamount Chain, is unlikely to be the cause of the HFMAH.
2.2. Fracture Zones and Tectonic Inheritance at the North Atlantic Margin
Fracture zones, recording approximate plate motion and spreading axis segmentation, are prevalent
throughout the North Atlantic and are identiﬁable by lateral offsets of magnetic anomaly lineations, as well
as in gravity and bathymetry data (Figure 1) (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010;
Müller & Roest, 1992; Schouten & White, 1980; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tucholke & Schouten, 1988; Vogt
et al., 1971). Klitgord and Schouten (1986) determine the locations of fracture zones by offsets in their
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identiﬁed magnetic anomaly lineations from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge to M25, and extend the trend of these
identiﬁed fracture zones landward from M25 to the segmentation along the ECMA (Figure 1a). Schettino
and Turco (2009) ﬁnd that the landward extension of these fracture zones in the OMQZ are consistent with
the direction of seaﬂoor spreading predicted by their plate reconstruction model, but not further landward to
the ECMA through the IMQZ, possibly suggesting an unknown change in seaﬂoor spreading rate and/or
direction in the vicinity of the BSMA. Furthermore, Labails et al. (2010) do not ﬁnd reliable indications of frac-
ture zone directions in the IMQZ.
Many landward extensions of identiﬁed fracture zones intersect the margin between ECMA and isostatic
gravity anomaly segments (Figure 3a), which may indicate a relation to structural segmentation of themargin
during rifting (Behn & Lin, 2000; Klitgord et al., 1988; Wyer & Watts, 2006). The amount of extension during
rifting might have been reduced in some areas along the margin from preexisting structural zones of weak-
ness arising from tectonic inheritance (e.g., Manspeizer, 1988; Sheridan et al., 1993). Along margin structural
segmentation during continental rifting at the ENAM, represented by segmentation in the ECMA and margin
wide isostatic gravity anomaly, is suggested to be the result of variations in both the strength of the continen-
tal lithosphere and igneous underplating (Behn & Lin, 2000; Wyer & Watts, 2006) and may be directly related
to the formation of incipient fracture zones and the current Mid-Atlantic Ridge segmentation (e.g., Behn &
Lin, 2000; Dunbar & Sawyer, 1989; Sawyer, 1985).
2.3. ENAM Formation Scenarios
Continental rifting and early Atlantic opening forming the ENAMwas diachronous, with the rifting to seaﬂoor
spreading transition occurring earlier offshore the southeastern United States (~200 Ma) than offshore
Canada (~185 Ma) (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Manspeizer, 1988; Withjack et al., 1998).
The southern ENAM (south of Nova Scotia) experienced voluminousmagmatism during rifting, creating a vol-
canic margin, while to the north of Nova Scotia, the margin transitions from volcanic to nonvolcanic, marked
by the termination of the ECMA and SDRs (Biari et al., 2017; Keen & Potter, 1995a, 1995b; Kelemen & Holbrook,
1995; Mchone, 2000; Van Avendonk et al., 2006).
There have been two major scenarios proposed for the ENAM and early Atlantic formation: (1) a ridge jump
(or two ridge jumps) (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Schettino & Turco, 2009;
Vogt, 1973; Vogt, 1986) or (2) a drastic change in spreading rate and direction (Labails et al., 2010; Sahabi
et al., 2004). The origin of the BSMA differs in each of these scenarios. In the eastward ridge jump from within
the IMQZ to the BSMA scenario, the BSMA would be formed by either the basement relief associated with the
juxtaposition of crust the age of the ridge jump with comparatively older crust at the eastern edge of the
IMQZ (Klitgord & Grow, 1980), or by a sliver of the African margin continental crust and igneous intrusives
isolated by the ridge jump (Vogt, 1973). Alternatively, in the drastic change in seaﬂoor spreading rate and
direction scenario, the BSMA would be formed by the basement relief associated with this spreading change
(Labails et al., 2010). In addition to the suggested BSMA ridge jump, Bird et al. (2007) adds a second, westward
ridge jump in the OMQZ between 164 and 159 Ma, possibly corresponding with the onset of seaﬂoor spread-
ing in the Gulf of Mexico (Van Avendonk et al., 2015).
Half spreading rates used in kinematic plate reconstructions of the early Atlantic vary based on themodel, the
magnetic anomalies identiﬁed, and/or the geomagnetic polarity timescale used (Table 1) (e.g., Bird et al.,
2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a,
2010b). Seaﬂoor spreading rates from M0 to M25 were found using the age assignments and distances
between magnetic anomalies, while seaﬂoor spreading rates in the Atlantic JQZ were estimated by either
assuming the M21–M25 rate continues landward (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986), using stage pole rotations in
plate-scale tectonic reconstructions to geometrically ﬁt conjugate magnetic anomalies and the continents
(Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009), or using magnetic anomaly correlations where available in
the OMQZ (Bird et al., 2007).
3. Methods
3.1. Magnetic Data Acquisition
In this study, we integrated both recently collected (Arsenault et al., 2017) and archived magnetic anomaly
data from the NCEI (Figure 2a). The archived magnetic data from the NCEI includes data from 39 cruises
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throughout the ENAM that we corrected for the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF-11 model,
Finlay et al., 2010), providing extensive coverage of the study region. We also used the Decade of North
American Geology (Zietz, 1982) and North American Magnetic Anomaly Group (Bankey et al., 2002)
aeromagnetic total magnetic ﬁeld data, along with the high-quality EMAG2v3 (version 3) global magnetic
anomaly grid composed of a wide range of satellite, aeromagnetic, and shipboard magnetic data that has
recently been made available (Meyer et al., 2016) (Figures 1a and 2).
During MCS acquisition on the R/V Marcus G. Langseth cruises MGL1407, MGL1408, and MGL1506 along the
ENAM, sea surface total magnetic ﬁeld data were acquired using a Geometrics G882 cesium vapor marine
magnetometer (Arsenault et al., 2017). The magnetometer was towed behind the ship navigation reference
point at a distance of 253 m (MGL1407 and MGL1408) or 160 m (MGL1506). Sea surface total magnetic ﬁeld
data were also collected during the recent R/V Neil Armstrong cruise AR1-06 using a SeaSPY Overhauser mag-
netometer towed at a distance of 227 m. To obtain the sea surface crustal magnetic anomalies, the raw sea
surface total magnetic ﬁeld data collected during these cruises was corrected for (i) navigation offset from
ship-to-magnetometer layback, (ii) outlying data points, (iii) the international geomagnetic reference ﬁeld
(IGRF-11 model, Finlay et al., 2010), and (iv) diurnal ﬁeld variations (NASA Stennis Space Center Magnetic
Observatory, MS). Signiﬁcant portions of the data collected during these cruises were on long, continuous,
margin perpendicular segments that provide high-quality proﬁles ideal for studying magnetic anomalies
produced by seaﬂoor spreading.
3.2. Magnetic Anomaly Correlation
We organized straight-line proﬁles oriented approximately perpendicular to the margin from all of the avail-
able sea surface magnetic anomaly data (Figure 2a) and integrated them with the aeromagnetic and
EMAG2v3 magnetic anomaly data in Quantum GIS (QGIS Development Team, 2015) to produce a compre-
hensive, georeferenced data set of the region (Data Set S1). Using this georeferenced data set, we correlated
magnetic anomalies on the ENAM by qualitatively matching the character (i.e., amplitude, spacing, and
shape) of individual magnetic anomalies on adjacent sea surface magnetic anomaly proﬁles, using the aero-
magnetic and EMAG2v3 magnetic grids to connect the correlated magnetic anomalies to produce lineations
(Figures 2, 3b, 3c, and 4). An example of this process for the IMQZ near Cape Hatteras is shown in Figure 3b.
We further selected seven sea surface magnetic anomaly proﬁles from the data set (Proﬁles 1–7), concatenat-
ing multiple segments, together to cover the latitudinal and longitudinal extent of the ENAM seaﬂoor (see
Table 1
Proposed Half Spreading Rates for the Early Atlantic Compiled From Previous Studies (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten,
1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a, 2010b)
Proposed half spreading rates for the early Atlantic
Publication Chron/age Half spreading rate
Klitgord and Schouten (1986) 170 Ma (BSMA ridge jmp) to 150 Ma (M21) 19 mm/yr
Klitgord and Schouten (1986) 150 Ma (M21) to 141 Ma (M16) 10 mm/yr
Klitgord and Schouten (1986) 141 Ma (M16) to 132 Ma (M10 N) 7 mm/yr
Klitgord and Schouten (1986) 132 Ma (M10N) to 126 Ma (M4) Variable
Klitgord and Schouten (1986) 126 Ma (M4) to 118 Ma (M0) 9 mm/yr
Bird et al. (2007) ~167.5 Ma (M40) to ~154 Ma (M25) 19.2 mm/yr
Bird et al. (2007) ~154 Ma (M25) to ~120.6 Ma (M0) 14.4 mm/yr
Schettino and Turco (2009) 200 Ma to 185 Ma (proposed ridge jump) 4.1 mm/yr
Schettino and Turco (2009) 185 Ma to 147.7 Ma (M21) 5.45 mm/yr
Schettino and Turco (2009) 147.7 Ma (M21) and younger 22 mm/yr
Labails et al. (2010) 190 Ma–170 Ma (BSMA) 8 mm/yr
Labails et al. (2010) 170 Ma (BSMA) to ~154 Ma (M25) 17 mm/yr
Labails et al. (2010) ~154 Ma (M25) to ~150 Ma (M22) 27 mm/yr
Labails et al. (2010) ~150 Ma (M22) to ~125 Ma (M0) 13 mm/yr
Tominaga and Sager (2010a, 2010b) ~154 Ma (M25n) to ~148 Ma (M21n) 32.6 mm/yr
Tominaga and Sager (2010a, 2010b) 147.5 Ma (M20r) to ~140 Ma (M16n) 18.4 mm/yr
Tominaga and Sager (2010a, 2010b) ~139 Ma (M15) to ~131 Ma (M6) (AMSZ) 9.5 mm/yr
Tominaga and Sager (2010a, 2010b) ~131 Ma (M6) and younger 22.9 mm/yr
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Figure 4. Correlation of magnetic anomalies for Proﬁles 1–7 (Figure 2a) with synthetic magnetic anomaly proﬁle from
Paciﬁc M series magnetic polarity block models and the 2012 geomagnetic polarity time scale (Ogg, 2012). Synthetic
proﬁle created using half spreading rates estimated for Proﬁle 1 (bottom—green line) and Proﬁle 7 (top—maroon line)
(Table 2). Dashed lines show magnetic anomaly correlations (red—OMQZ; blue—M0–M25). Proﬁles 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 consist
of multiple proﬁles concatenated together (see Figure 2). Chron numbers labeled.
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Figure 5. (a) Plot of age versus distance for magnetic anomalies. Blue and green backgrounds indicate M0-M25 and OMQZ
regions, respectively. Distance expressed relative to M12/M11A (youngest chron present on all seven proﬁles). (b)
Comparison of half spreading rates for this study (solid lines) and previous studies (dashed lines) (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord &
Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a, 2010b) (Tables 1 and 2). Blue and
green backgrounds indicate M0–M25 and OMQZ regions, respectively. Gray box denotes period of variable asymmetric
spreading from M10N to M4 in Klitgord and Schouten (1986). (modiﬁed from Labails et al., 2010)
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Proﬁles 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 in Figures 2 and 4). The proﬁles were oriented as close to perpendicular to the margin
as available to best display the character (i.e., amplitude, spacing, and shape) of magnetic anomalies that
would be expected from seaﬂoor spreading processes (Figures 2 and 4). We used Proﬁles 1–7 to assign chron
numbers and corresponding ages to the magnetic anomalies using the 2012 Geomagnetic Polarity Time
Scale (Ogg, 2012), and to calculate spreading rates for the ENAM.
3.3. Magnetic Polarity Block Modeling
We created synthetic magnetic anomaly proﬁles using the Parker (1973) Fourier summation approach to
determine ages for our identiﬁed magnetic anomalies. We used a magnetization distribution based on
Paciﬁc M series magnetic polarity block models, a basement depth of 8 km (Tucholke, 1986), various half
spreading rates (7–30 mm/yr), and paleo-inclinations (34.2° to 44.5°) and declinations (18.4° to 8.1°) esti-
mated for the early Atlantic using the method of Schettino (2014) and the paleopoles of Schettino and
Scotese (2005). We correlated these synthetic magnetic anomaly proﬁles with Proﬁles 1–7 to assign chron
numbers and ages to our identiﬁed magnetic anomalies using the 2012 Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale
(Ogg, 2012) (Figure 4). With the spacing and assigned ages for the magnetic anomalies, we estimated spread-
ing rates for Proﬁles 1–7 to evaluate the variation both along the margin and over time (Figure 5). Using the
estimated spreading rates, ﬁnal synthetic proﬁles were created that best matched the observed magnetic
anomalies of the region (Figure 4).
3.4. Other Geophysical Data
To ensure our identiﬁed magnetic anomalies were produced by seaﬂoor spreading processes, rather than
secondary magmatic events that could signiﬁcantly alter the observed magnetic anomaly signal (e.g., sea-
mounts), we acquired and examined the latest satellite-derived gravity (Sandwell et al., 2014) and bathymetry
(Andrews et al., 2016; Amante & Eakins, 2009; Butman et al., 2006) data (Figure 1). For Proﬁles 1, 2, and 4, MCS
data were available (MGL1407 Lines 2, 3, 11A, and 13–15) to investigate whether any secondary magma addi-
tions and/or signiﬁcant structural boundaries exist in the subsurface (Arsenault et al., 2017).
4. Results
4.1. ENAM Magnetic Anomaly Correlations
We assigned chron numbers and ages to 21 of the known anomalies betweenM0 andM25 (Figures 2b and 4).
Additionally, we assign chron numbers to eight previously unidentiﬁed magnetic anomalies in the OMQZ,
where few previous studies have identiﬁed magnetic anomalies (e.g., Barrett & Keen, 1976; Bird et al.,
2007), and identify ﬁve correlatable magnetic anomalies in the IMQZ (Figure 4 and Table 2).
In the IMQZ, we correlated ﬁve low-amplitude magnetic anomalies approximately parallel to both the ECMA
and BSMA from 31° to 40°N that have not previously been correlated or discussed, denoted as inner magnetic
anomalies (IMA) 1–5 from east to west (Figures 2b, 3b, and 3c). The correlations were made qualitatively by
matching the character of IMA1–IMA5 on margin perpendicular proﬁles crossing the IMQZ (Figure 3c). From
31° to 33.5°N, the magnetic anomaly peak denoted as IMA2 splits into two peaks with an intervening trough
(Figures 2b, 3b, and 3c). In the middle of the IMQZ, between 36° to 39°N, the linear magnetic anomalies are
less coherent and there are low-amplitude, circular magnetic anomaly highs seaward of the bend in the
ECMA that partially obscure the linear magnetic anomalies and mark the location of a change in magnetic
anomaly lineation strike and clarity, with more distinguishable lineations with a strike of ~30° to the south
and less distinguishable lineations with a strike of ~70° to the north (Figures 1a and 2b). Despite this less
coherent middle section between 36° and 39°N where the linear anomalies are more difﬁcult to follow, the
consistent character of IMA1–IMA5 and presence of ﬁve distinct magnetic anomalies throughout the IMQZ
suggests that these IMQZ magnetic anomalies continuously span the entire study area from 31° to 40°N.
Lateral offsets of IMA1–IMA5, striking east/west in the southern IMQZ and northwest/southeast in the north-
ern IMQZ, were interpreted throughout the IMQZ based on the combination of the sea surface magnetic
anomaly data and the aeromagnetic and EMAG2v3 magnetic grids in our georeferenced data set
(Figures 2b and 3b and Data Set S1). These offsets were consistently oriented perpendicular to IMA1–IMA5,
striking east/west in the southern IMQZ and northwest/southeast in the northern IMQZ (Figures 2b, 3a,
and 3b). Many of these IMQZ offsets documented in this study appear to intersect the ECMA at gaps between
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individual segments (Figure 3a), and they often line up with previously identiﬁed traces of fracture zones
extending through the OMQZ and M0–M25 (Figures 2b, 3a, and 3b) (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986).
Throughout the OMQZ, we correlated magnetic anomalies despite the low-amplitude characteristic of the
Atlantic JQZ (Figure 2b). Similar to the ECMA, IMA1-IMA5, and the BSMA, there is a change in magnetic anom-
aly lineation strike on the west side of the OMQZ, but this change becomes less pronounced moving to the
east. The magnetic anomaly lineations consistently have a strike of ~30° in the south, and in the north the
strike varies from ~70° to ~55°, from west to east, in the north (Figure 2b). Additionally, the OMQZ is wider
in the south (~360 km at 31°N), becoming narrower moving northward (~220 km at 37°N), which corresponds
to a wider magnetic anomaly lineation spacing in the south compared to the north (Figure 2b). The middle
portion of the OMQZ (approximately 34°–37°N) has multiple ellipsoidal magnetic anomaly highs and lows,
including the HFMAH, which created difﬁculty in correlating magnetic anomalies (Figure 2).
We propose the existence of correlatable magnetic anomalies older than M25 in the OMQZ. Based on our
synthetic proﬁles, we identiﬁed M series magnetic anomalies M26, M28, M29r, M33, M37, M38, and M39 in
the Atlantic JQZ (Figures 2b and 4 and Table 2). Additionally, the magnetic anomaly character of the BSMA
on recently collected sea surface magnetic anomaly proﬁles (from MGL1407 and MGL1408) is similar to that
of M42 (~168.5 Ma) in our synthetic proﬁle, with a steep amplitude increase to themagnetic anomaly peak on
the west, followed by a more gradual tapering off of amplitude moving to the east (see Proﬁle 1 in Figures 2
and 4). In the MCS data, satellite-derived gravity anomaly, and satellite-derived bathymetry data available for
our proﬁles, only one signiﬁcant seamount was identiﬁed, on the west end of MGL1407 Line 11A (Proﬁle 2 in
Figures 2b and 4) (Arsenault et al., 2017), which does not appear to affect the magnetic anomaly signal given
the excellent correlation with other proﬁles nearby along which the absence of seamounts is conﬁrmed (e.g.,
MGL1407 Line 13; Proﬁle 1 in Figures 2b and 4).
We have identiﬁed coherent, correlatable magnetic anomalies from east of the OMQZ to Bermuda in the
area where chrons M0–M25 have previously been identiﬁed (Figure 2). Between M0 and M25, we identiﬁed
M0–M4 and M10N–M25, with magnetic anomaly peaks corresponding to M11A and M12, M13 and M14, and
M24A, M24B, and M25 merging together due to the slow seaﬂoor spreading (Figure 4 and Table 2). Magnetic
anomalies M5–M10were not distinguishable due to the close proximity of magnetic anomalies M4 andM10A
(Figures 2a and 4).
4.2. OMQZ and M0–M25 Seaﬂoor Spreading Rates
We documented the spatial and temporal variation in seaﬂoor spreading rates, both in the OMQZ and from
M0 to M25, using the age assignments and magnetic anomaly spacing on Proﬁles 1–7 (oriented as close to
perpendicular to the margin from the data available) (Figure 5 and Table 2). We divided the OMQZ into
two age ranges: (1) M28 to M25 (~158–155 Ma) and (2) pre-M28. M28 to M25 seaﬂoor half spreading rates
varied along the margin, with a value of ~20 mm/yr for Proﬁles 1, 2, and 4 in the south and middle of the
OMQZ, decreasing to ~12.3 mm/yr for Proﬁles 6 and 7 in the north (Figure 5 and Table 2). Pre-M28 half
spreading rates were 25.3 mm/yr from M42 to M28 (~168.5–158 Ma) on Proﬁle 1 and 18.3 mm/yr from
M37/38 to M28 (~164–158 Ma) for Proﬁle 7 (Figure 5 and Table 2).
Table 2
Half Spreading Rates Estimated in This Study at Seven Proﬁles Along the Margin (See Figure 2 for Locations and Figure 5b for Comparison)
Chron range Age range (Ma)
Half spreading rate (mm/yr)
Proﬁle 1 Proﬁle 2 Proﬁle 3 Proﬁle 4 Proﬁle 5 Proﬁle 6 Proﬁle 7
M0–M11 126–136 14.5 14.8 15.6
M11–M22 136–150 13.4 14.0 11.3 (M12–M22) 12.0 11.9 13.9 (M12–M22) 13.2 (M12–M22)
M22–M25 150–155 28.8 26.5 30.9 25.0 25.2 25.5
M25–M28 155–158 22.3 21.2 18.1 12.4 12.3
M28–M42a 158–168.5 25.3
M28–M37/38b 158–164 18.3
aChron range only available on Proﬁle 1. bChron range only available on Proﬁle 7.
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To understand the temporal variation in seaﬂoor spreading, we divided M0–M25 into three age ranges based
on inﬂection points in the age-distance plot (Figure 5a): (1) M25 to M22 (~155–150 Ma), (2) M22 to M11
(~150–136 Ma), and (3) M11 to M0 (~136–126 Ma). From M25 to M22, half spreading rates were estimated
at ~25–31 mm/yr (Proﬁles 1, 2, 4–6) (Figure 5 and Table 2). At M22, the half spreading rate slowed, with esti-
mated half spreading rates of ~12–14mm/yr (Proﬁles 1–7) fromM22 to M11 (or M12 whenM11 was not iden-
tiﬁed) (Figure 5 and Table 2). The half spreading rate fromM11 to M0 was estimated at ~15 mm/yr (Proﬁles 1,
2, and 5) (Figure 5 and Table 2). During all three age range divisions from M0 to M25, the seaﬂoor spreading
rates were similar on Proﬁles 1–7, not varying along the margin.
4.3. Anomalous Magnetic Features in the ENAM
In addition to the well-known magnetic anomaly features such as the ECMA and BSMA, and the high-
amplitude magnetic anomalies associated with the New England Seamount chain and Bermuda, there are
multiple distinct, high-amplitude, ellipsoidal magnetic anomalies, including the HFMAH, which have not
been previously investigated despite being of similar amplitude to the ECMA, New England Seamount
Chain, and Bermuda (Figure 1a). No major magmatic and/or structural disturbances were imaged by the
MCS data in the crust, nor are there bathymetry or gravity anomaly highs present in conjunction with the
HFMAH (Figures 6a, 6b, 7b, and 7c). MGL1407 MCS Lines 2, 3, and 10A over the HFMAH showed seaﬂoor,
basement, and Moho reﬂectors at approximately 4.4 km, 10.3 km, and 18.6 km, respectively (Figures 7b
and 7c). Two zones of rough basement topography, with variations up to ~400 m, were observed in the
MCS data of MGL1407 MCS Lines 2 and 3 below the two peaks of HFMAH (Figure 7b). In addition,
MGL1407 MCS Line 10A, which crosses Line 3, shows that these zones of rough basement topography are
three-dimensional in structure (Figures 7b and 7c).
5. Discussion
The correlation of marine magnetic anomalies has played a prominent role in understanding the seaﬂoor
spreading history of the ENAM (e.g., Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010;
Figure 6. (a) Bathymetry in the vicinity of the HFMAH (Butman et al., 2006). White dashed line outlines HFMAH location (see
Figure 2). Gray contours every 500 m. White circles denote locations of Deep Sea Drilling Program sites. Knauss Knoll
location labeled (Lowrie & Heezen, 1967). (b) Gravity anomaly grid in the vicinity of the HFMAH (Sandwell et al., 2014). White
dashed line outlines HFMAH location (see Figure 2). White circles denote locations of Deep Sea Drilling Program sites.
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Figure 7. (a) Magnetic forwardmodel varying both layer 2/3 thickness andmagnetization for MGL1407 lines 2 and 3 (see Figure 6 for location). Green line is observed
magnetic anomaly in MGL1407 sea surface data (Arsenault et al., 2017); black line is calculated magnetic anomaly from model (top) . Prism geometry used in
forward model showing water (light blue), sediment (gray), layer 2 (orange), layer 3 (blue), and mantle (green), with magnetizations (A/m) for each prism marked
(~2:1 vertical exaggeration) (bottom). (b) MCS data for MGL1407 lines 2 and 3 (see Figure 6 for location) (Arsenault et al., 2017) showing sediment, crust, and mantle.
Dashed line shows line 10A crossing. Black boxes mark areas of rough basement topography. (c) MCS data for MGL1407 line 10A (see Figure 6 for location) (Arsenault
et al., 2017) showing sediment, crust, and mantle. Dashed line shows line 3 crossing. Black box marks area of rough basement topography.
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Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tominaga & Sager, 2010b). Our M0–M25magnetic anomaly identiﬁcations reconﬁrm
those from previous studies (e.g., Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010), including the M25 location
proposed by Labails et al. (2010) north of 35.5°N, which is at an anomaly ~50 km to the east of the M25 pre-
viously proposed by Klitgord and Schouten (1986) (Figures 2b and 4). While we conﬁrm the slow spreading
regime from M0 to M25 (~126–155 Ma), found in previous studies (Figure 5 and Table 1) (Bird et al., 2007;
Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a, 2010b),
our comprehensive magnetic anomaly and geophysical data analyses provided an unprecedented opportu-
nity to closely investigate seaﬂoor spreading rates and directions in the Atlantic JQZ. From these results, we
are able to propose a scenario for the early Atlantic opening, including the possible inﬂuence of preexisting
margin structure and rifting segmentation, and the subsequent seaﬂoor spreading history forming the ENAM.
5.1. Early ENAM Seaﬂoor Spreading Regimes
We identify three regions within the Atlantic JQZ with different seaﬂoor spreading regimes between the
ECMA and M25 based on notable differences in magnetic anomaly coherency, magnetic anomaly lineation
strike, and seaﬂoor spreading rates (Figures 2b, 5 and Table 2): (1) offshore New York and Massachusetts
(New England Region); (2) offshore Virginia and New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region); and (3) offshore North
and South Carolina (Carolina Region). In addition, the IMQZ, the previously identiﬁed area with low-amplitude
magnetic anomalies between the ECMA and BSMA (Vogt et al., 1971) extends south to north along the mar-
gin across these three Atlantic JQZ regions (Figure 2a). We suggest these differences indicate that each
region underwent different spreading regimes during the formation of the Atlantic JQZ, including accommo-
dating the transitioning from the prominent bend characteristic of the ECMA offshore the New York Bight to
the more linear strike at M25 (Figure 2) that necessitates the emplacement of an additional ~28,000 km2
of seaﬂoor.
The New England Region extends ~470 km from east to west in its center at 38°N, with its northern boundary
at the New England Seamount Chain and its southern boundary located offshore the New York Bight, near
the prominent strike change in the ECMA and BSMA (Figure 2a). Both the IMQZ and OMQZ sections of this
region widen longitudinally from north to south (Figure 2a). The magnetic anomalies in the New England
Region are semicoherent, and there is a change in magnetic anomaly lineation strike occurring from west
to east across this region, being ~80° at the ECMA, ~70° at the BSMA, and ~55° at M25, suggesting a counter-
clockwise reorientation of the paleomagmatic center during formation (Figure 2b). Estimated half spreading
rates in the New England Region in the OMQZ were 18.3 mm/yr from M37/38 to M28 and ~12.3–18.0 mm/yr
from M28 and M25, being lower in north (Figure 5b and Table 2).
The Mid-Atlantic Region extends ~620 km from east to west in its center at 36°N, with its northern boundary
located offshore the New York Bight and its southern boundary located offshore Cape Hatteras, North
Carolina (Figure 2a). The magnetic anomalies in the Mid-Atlantic Region are the least coherent of the three
regions, particularly in the OMQZ, and there is an approximately consistent magnetic anomaly lineation
strike of 30° across this region, suggesting little region wide reorientation of the paleomagmatic center dur-
ing formation (Figure 2b). The estimated half spreading rate in the Mid-Atlantic Region in the OMQZ was
~18.0 mm/yr from M28 to M25 (Figure 5b and Table 2).
The Carolina Region extends ~575 km from east to west in its center at 32°N, with its northern boundary
located offshore Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, and the southern boundary located offshore southern
South Carolina and the southern termination of the ECMA (Figure 2a). The IMQZ in the Carolina Region is
approximately consistent in width, while the OMQZ widens slightly longitudinally from north to south
(Figure 2a). The magnetic anomalies in the Carolina Region are the most coherent of the three regions,
and there is an approximately consistent magnetic anomaly lineation strike of 30° across this region
(Figure 2b). Estimated half spreading rates for the Carolina Region in the OMQZ were 25.3 mm/yr from
M42 to M28 and 22.3 mm/yr from M28 to M25 (Figure 5b and Table 2).
We further examine the along-margin differences in the Atlantic JQZ seaﬂoor spreading regimes between the
BSMA andM25 for the ﬁrst time (Figures 2a and 4). While we conﬁrm that the spreading rates calculated from
Proﬁles 1–7 are consistent with previous estimates from M0 to M25 (Figure 5b and Tables 1 and 2) (e.g., Bird
et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009), we ﬁnd that the seaﬂoor
spreading rates in the OMQZ of the ENAM are slower in the north (~12 mm/yr on Proﬁles 6 and 7) compared
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to the south and middle (~20 mm/yr on Proﬁles 1, 2, and 4) and are also slower than the rates calculated
for the conjugate West African Margin (half spreading rates of 22.0 mm/yr and 24.6 mm/yr in Roeser et al.,
2002 and Bird et al., 2007, respectively). Furthermore, our new identiﬁcation of M series anomalies in the
Atlantic JQZ are in agreement with the M28 and M29 of Bird et al. (2007), while we conﬁdently redeﬁne
M33 and M39 instead of the previously identiﬁed M32 and M40, respectively (Bird et al., 2007), based on
our detailed investigation of the superposed anomalies produced by remnant magnetization in crust
formed from slower spreading during a period of rapid polarity reversals and our use of an updated, more
recent geomagnetic polarity timescale (2012 geomagnetic polarity timescale (Ogg, 2012)) (Figures 4 and
S1). Based on their interpreted duplicates of chrons M32–M38 on the West African Margin and absence
on the ENAM, Bird et al. (2007) proposed a major westward ridge jump within the OMQZ. However, the
presence of M33, M37, and M38 in this study (Figures 2 and 4) suggests that seaﬂoor spreading between
the BSMA and M25 occurred without this speciﬁc proposed ridge jump, consistent with previous studies
(e.g., Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009), though we are unable to
deﬁnitively rule out the presence of ridge jumps that could have occurred between our interpreted
magnetic anomalies.
Along the margin in the IMQZ, throughout all three Atlantic JQZ regions, our systematic investigation of mag-
netic anomaly correlations enables us to discover ﬁve coherent, correlatable magnetic anomalies IMA1–IMA5
extending along the margin in the IMQZ throughout all three Atlantic JQZ regions (Figure 2b, 3b, and 3c). We
propose that the coherency of these linear magnetic anomalies is attributed to either (1) synrift, extensional
stage magmatism emplaced in stretched continental or transitional crust similar to what is seen in rift setting
around the world (e.g., Bridges et al., 2012; Bronner et al., 2011; Gunn, 1997; Russell & Whitmarsh, 2003) or (2)
steady state mid-ocean ridge magmatism forming the earliest oceanic crust of the Atlantic (e.g., Bird et al.,
2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009).
Although IMA1–IMA5 are distinctive and correlatable along the entire margin, assigning ages/chron numbers
to IMA1–IMA5 and calculating seaﬂoor spreading rates are currently challenging. In either the proposed ridge
jump (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Vogt, 1973) or
change in spreading rate and direction (Labails et al., 2010) early opening scenarios, the IMQZ formation pre-
dates the BSMA. The estimated age for the BSMA from previous studies is ~168–171 Ma (e.g., Benson, 2003;
Klitgord & Schouten, 1986), and if the BSMA source is crust produced by seaﬂoor spreading, it may be M42
(~168.5 Ma) based on the similarity in magnetic anomaly character (Figure 4). These BSMA ages are near
the age of the oldest chron in the M series of the geomagnetic polarity timescale (~171 Ma) (Ogg, 2012).
Consequently, the IMQZ formation prior to the BSMA predates the timescale, which currently precludes us
from assigning ages/chon numbers to IMA1–IMA5. The lateral offsets of IMA1–IMA5 in the Carolina and
Mid-Atlantic Regions documented in this study coincide with predicted extensions of fracture zones made
by Klitgord and Schouten (1986), while our interpreted offsets in the New England Region trend more toward
the north, maintaining an orientation perpendicular to IMA1–IMA5 (Figures 1a and 3a), which is consistent
with the ﬁndings of Schettino and Turco (2009). Regardless of the mode of IMQZ seaﬂoor formation, the
margin-wide presence of IMA1–IMA5 indicates that the igneous activity forming the source of these
magnetic anomalies extended along the entire margin during the formation of the IMQZ, recording the con-
temporaneous geomagnetic ﬁeld at the time of emplacement.
5.2. Tectonic Origin of Anomalous Magnetic Features in the ENAM
In the Atlantic JQZ, there are distinct, high-amplitude, ellipsoidal magnetic anomalies, including the HFMAH
at the south end of the New England Region and Mid-Atlantic Region (Figure 1a), that have not been inves-
tigated, despite being historically present in magnetic anomaly data (e.g., Bankey et al., 2002; Klitgord &
Behrendt, 1977; Meyer et al., 2016; Zietz, 1982). These magnetic anomalies do not exhibit the margin-wide,
coherent anomaly character associated with synrift volcanism or seaﬂoor spreading processes (e.g., Bridges
et al., 2012; Gunn, 1997; Vogt, 1986) nor are they related to known volcanic features of the ENAM that pro-
duce high-amplitude magnetic anomalies of similar dimensions, such as the New England Seamount
Chain (Duncan, 1984), Bermuda (Vogt, 1986), the Great Stone Dome (Grow, Klitgord, & Schlee, 1988; Taylor
et al., 1968), a buried seamount near the Hudson Canyon (Grow et al., 1988), or Knauss Knoll (Lowrie &
Heezen, 1967; Sweeney et al., 2012) (Figures 1, 2, and 6b). Using recently collected high-resolution sea surface
magnetic anomaly and MCS data from the HFMAH (Arsenault et al., 2017), we seek to identify the magnetic
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source creating the HFMAH and other distinct, high-amplitude, ellipsoidal magnetic anomalies of the ENAM
(Figure 1a) based on observations, modeling, and the regional tectonic history of the Atlantic JQZ.
The most obvious marine magnetic anomaly sources are (i) geomagnetic polarity boundaries, (ii) excess
volcanic emplacement, and (iii) major lithological and structural boundaries. The HFMAH being sourced
to a contrast from geomagnetic polarity reversals is unlikely since the frequent polarity reversals during
a period of low geomagnetic ﬁeld strength thought to occur during the formation of the Atlantic JQZ
would produce low-amplitude magnetic anomalies, as seen in the Atlantic JQZ surrounding the HFMAH
(Figure 1a) (Larson & Pitman, 1972; Tivey et al., 2006). Furthermore, late-stage magmatic events can
emplace excess igneous material producing high-amplitude magnetic anomalies, as seen at the New
England Seamount Chain, Bermuda, and the ECMA (Duncan, 1984; Talwani et al., 1995; Vogt, 1986).
However, neither the most recent satellite-derived bathymetry, gravity anomaly, and vertical gravity gradi-
ent grids nor the MCS data collected for MGL1407 Lines 2, 3, or 10A indicate any local additions of excess
igneous material under the HFMAH (Figures 6a, 6b, 7b, and 7c); hence, excess volcanism as the predomi-
nant source of the HFMAH is also unlikely.
To investigate the possible magnetic source architecture producing the HFMAH, we conducted two-
dimensional magnetic forward modeling (Figure 7a) (Talwani & Heirtzler, 1964) with the source geometry
identiﬁed beneath the HFMAH using the MCS data from MGL1407 MCS Lines 2 and 3 (Arsenault et al.,
2017) and depths estimated with the velocity model of Lizarralde and Holbrook (1997), located ~550 km
to the west of the HFMAH. MGL1407 MCS Lines 2 and 3 were selected for this modeling as they cross directly
over both peaks of the HFMAH and display the zones of rough basement topography (Figure 7b). To match
the calculated and observed magnetic anomaly signal in our forward modeling, we adjusted the magnetiza-
tion values for layer 2 and 3 and the thickness of layer 2. The corresponding thickness of layer 3 is dependent
on the layer 2 thickness since the total igneous crust is constrained by the basement and Moho reﬂector
depths. After producing two end-member models varying only the layer 2 thickness and magnetization,
respectively (Figure S2), we created a series of models to include variations in both the layer 2 and 3 thick-
nesses (1–2.5 km and 5–8 km for layers 2 and 3, respectively) and magnetizations (1 to 3.5 and 1 to 2 A/m
for layers 2 and 3, respectively (e.g., Johnson & Pariso, 1993)) (ﬁnal model shown in Figure 7a). In each model,
the most distinctive magnetic source bodies (i.e., highest magnetization and/or thickest layer 2) were con-
ﬁned directly beneath the two peaks of the HFMAH, corresponding with the locations of rough basement
topography in the MCS data, suggesting that processes acting to increase the magnetization and/or layer
2 thickness could be responsible for producing the source of the HFMAH (Figure 7).
Differences in the abundance and type of magnetic minerals in the neighboring rock formations create litho-
logical contrasts (with different magnetic susceptibility of each rock formation) that could produce magnetic
anomalies. While initial sediment deposition at the ENAM included evaporates and carbonates during the
Jurassic, from the Cretaceous to the present, terrigeneous sediments have been deposited by river systems
along the coast (Poag & Sevon, 1989). Numerous submarine canyon systems incise the ENAM continental
slope, and some have been active over millions of years transporting the terrigeneous sediment from the
continental shelf to the abyssal plain (Gardner, 1989; Pilkey & Cleary, 1986) (Figure 1b). The Hudson Fan, coin-
ciding with the location of the HFMAH, receives terrigenous sediments through the Hudson Canyon system
forming a thick sedimentary package (Figures 7b and 7c) (Butman et al., 2006; Poag & Ward, 1993). Nearby
Deep Sea Drilling Program holes 11 and 106 penetrated the top 1,015 m of sediments on the shelf edge
and slope (Figure 6a), manifesting some discrete zones with up to 15 wt % iron and sulﬁde bearing sediments
(Hollister et al., 1972). Although this is a signiﬁcant weight percentage of possible magnetic carriers, the
contribution of the sedimentary magnetization to the total magnetic anomaly amplitude is only ~10%
(~10–20 nT) in our forward modeling even if we distribute this concentration of iron-bearing minerals
throughout the entire sediment package beneath the two HFMAH peaks. Therefore, the coincidence of the
HFMAH and Hudson Canyon locations cannot explain the origin of HFMAH. Additionally, lithological con-
trasts with a zone of higher magnetization could exist in the igneous basement from hydrothermal alteration
processes. In the lower crust and upper mantle at the modern-day Mid-Atlantic Ridge serpentinization pro-
cesses have been known to produce strongly magnetized crust (e.g., Ouﬁ & Cannat, 2002; Tominaga et al.,
2016); however, the MCS data clearly indicate that beneath the two HFMAH peaks, there is no evidence of
thin crust, exhumed lower crust and upper mantle, or deep penetrating faults that could promote alteration
within the lower crust and upper mantle (Figures 7b and 7c).
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Structural boundaries can produce magnetic anomalies, including faults and basement offsets along long-
lived fracture zones, some of which have been predicted to extend near the HFMAH (Figure 1a) (e.g.,
Grauch et al., 2006; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Larson & Pitman, 1972). However, the directions of the
predicted fracture zone extensions (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986) are perpendicular to the expected direction
of a fault or basement offset that could produce the observed two-peak magnetic anomaly high, and there
is no evidence in the MCS data of faults or basement structure that is indicative of a fracture zone (Figures 1a,
7b, and 7c) (Grauch et al., 2006; Gudmundsson, 1993).
To explain the origin of the HFMAH based on the combination of the basement morphology beneath the
HFMAH and the regional tectonic history, we propose a hypothesis where the HFMAH is attributed to the
emplacement of basalts enriched in iron and titanium produced by a short-lived propagating rift, as seen
at some modern-day rifting and spreading centers (e.g., Hey, 1977; Hey et al., 1980; Sinton et al., 1983;
Wanless et al., 2012). Magnetic anomalies in these areas are characterized by ellipsoidal magnetic anomaly
highs that are unrelated to the seaﬂoor spreading magnetic anomalies (e.g., Hey et al., 1980; Hey & Wilson,
1982), suggesting that ellipsoidal magnetic anomalies of the ENAM, such as the HFMAH, could be related
to tectonic activity during the early Atlantic seaﬂoor spreading. For a propagating rift, as the growing spread-
ing center advances, the transform fault becomes inactive and it, along with a segment of the dying spread-
ing center, is added to the adjacent oceanic lithosphere (see Figures 8b and 8c insets) (Hey, 1977). The wakes
of propagating rifts have been associated with unusually high-amplitude magnetic anomalies, which are cor-
related to basalts enriched in iron and titanium that create abundant single-domain magnetite from renewed
crystal fractionation when the propagating rift breaks through older, thicker crust, or taps off-ridge, relatively
differentiated magma chambers (Hey et al., 1980; Horen & Fleutelot, 1998; Sinton et al., 1983; Wanless et al.,
2012). Additionally, it has been observed that there is thicker than average extrusive crust, represented by
seismic layer 2A, at the propagating rift tip (Bazin et al., 2001; Wanless et al., 2012). The propagating rift also
creates short-wavelength, rough basement topography as a result of the change in seaﬂoor spreading rate at
the area at the tip of the propagating rift, from zero to the rate present for the rest of the ridge (Hey et al.,
1980). Furthermore, short-wavelength, rough basement topography is observed beneath the magnetic
anomaly peaks of the HFMAH (Figures 7b and 7c). We suggest that the thickened layer 2 with higher magne-
tization found in our modeling, conﬁned beneath the two rough basement topography zones, could repre-
sent themagmatism emplacing a thicker extrusive layer of highly magnetized basalt, as has been observed at
the tips of a propagating rift (Figure 7) (Bazin et al., 2001; Hey et al., 1980, 1986; Miller & Hey, 1986; Wanless
et al., 2012; Wilson & Hey, 1995).
5.3. Effect of Preexisting Structure and Rift Segmentation on ENAM Crustal Formation
The juxtaposition of accreted terranes from past plate tectonic cycles are generally thought to play a key
role in the localization of continental breakup, such as during the rifting of Pangea that led to the forma-
tion of the ENAM, with rifting occurring along a preexisting zone of weakness in the continental crust
(Dunbar & Sawyer, 1989; Labails et al., 2010; Manspeizer, 1988; Sawyer, 1985; Sheridan et al., 1993;
Wilson, 1966). Preexisting structure could also inﬂuenced the later crustal formation of the ENAM following
the initial rifting, causing rifting segmentation and magmatic center offsets that may have led to the for-
mation of early Atlantic fracture zones (e.g., Behn & Lin, 2000; Sawyer, 1985). Our newly identiﬁed patterns
of correlated magnetic anomalies and interpreted offsets in the Atlantic JQZ and their apparent coinci-
dence with possible indicators of rifting segmentation and terrane boundaries may support this hypothe-
sized inﬂuence from preexisting structure, if the anomaly offsets are representative of incipient fracture
zones (Behn & Lin, 2000; Boote & Knapp, 2016; Higgins & Zietz, 1983; Sawyer, 1985; Williams & Hatcher,
1982). One of the most prominent observations of this coincidence is that many of the lateral offsets of
IMA1–IMA5 within the IMQZ appear to intersect the ECMA at the gaps between major segments observed
in the aeromagnetic and EMAG2v3 magnetic grids (Figures 2b and 3a). The ECMA segmentation is thought
to represent along margin rifting segmentation from variations in magmatism and/or preexisting litho-
spheric weaknesses, which may have led to incipient fracture zone formation (Behn & Lin, 2000; Dunbar
& Sawyer, 1989; Wyer & Watts, 2006). The coincidence between the ECMA segmentation and IMA1–IMA5
lineation offsets documented in this study, if they indicate fracture zones, could support the hypothesis
that the early pattern of seaﬂoor spreading or synrift magmatism forming the IMQZ seaﬂoor could have
been governed by the rifting architecture and pre-existing structure of the margin (Figure 2b) (Behn &
Lin, 2000; Dunbar & Sawyer, 1989; Wyer & Watts, 2006).
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Figure 8. Schematic of Atlantic JQZ formation history from ECMA to M25. Magnetic anomaly name or chron number denote seaﬂoor being formed at each time step
(a-g), with solid black lines showing inferred ridge location. Arrows show inferred spreading direction for paleo-Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Red dashed lines mark New
England, Mid-Atlantic, and Carolina region boundaries (Figure 1). (c and d) White dashed box shows developing HFMAH. (g) Brown dashed lines mark interpreted
offsets in IMQZmagnetic anomalies IMA1–5. (h) Schematic showing ridge reorientation over four time steps by asymmetric spreading (indicated by arrow length in T = 2
and T = 3). (i) Schematic showing ridge reorientation over four time steps by westward ridge jumps in T = 2 and T = 3, with dashed line indicating ridge location prior to
jump. Inset diagrams in panels Figures 8b and 8c detail propagating rift evolution at time steps of 0, 1, 2, and 5: Like color bars represent crust of same age; thick
black line is ridge axis; thick white line is active transform fault; thin white line is fossil transform fault; dashed brown lines in T = 5 represent “pseudofault” trend, with the
white dashed ellipse outlining the corresponding area of potentially high magnetic anomalies, such as those of the HFMAH (modiﬁed from Hey, 1977, their Figure 2).
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Furthermore, the New England, Mid-Atlantic, and Carolina Region boundaries, identiﬁed based on changes in
magnetic anomaly character, are observed to coincide with the previously identiﬁed predicted extensions of
major fracture zones and intersect the ECMA at major gaps between segments that are thought to be related
to rifting segmentation and preexisting zones of weakness (Behn & Lin, 2000; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986). The
southernmost boundary coincides with the southern termination of the ECMA, as well as the Blake Spur
Fracture Zone, which is thought to have formed from at an abrupt change in rheology associated with a
suture (Figures 2b and 3a) (Boote & Knapp, 2016; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Sawyer, 1985). Likewise, the
boundary between the Carolina and Mid-Atlantic Regions coincides with the Northern Kane Fracture Zone
(Müller & Roest, 1992; Tucholke & Schouten, 1988), which intersects a major gap between ECMA segments
located offshore Cape Hatteras, North Carolina that also approximately coincides with the boundary between
the Carolina and the Brunswick (Charleston) terranes (Higgins & Zietz, 1983; Williams & Hatcher, 1982) and the
revised location of an Alleghanian suture zone of Boote and Knapp (2016) (Figures 2b and 3a). The boundary
between the Mid-Atlantic and New England Regions coincides with the Delaware Bay Fracture Zone in the
Atlantic JQZ (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986) before bending northward in the IMQZ to maintain a strike perpen-
dicular to IMA1–IMA5, where it aligns with a lateral offset of IMA1–IMA5 documented in this study and inter-
sects a major gap between ECMA segments offshore Delaware (Figures 2b and 3a). The northern boundary of
the New England Region is the New England Seamount Chain, which may have formed along a fracture zone,
and also intersects a major gap between ECMA segments offshore Massachusetts (Figures 2b and 3a)
(de Boer et al., 1988). Based on our observed association of our newly interpreted offsets of IMA1–IMA5
and the boundaries between the three Atlantic JQZ regions of distinct magnetic anomaly character with
(i) evidence of rifting segmentation (e.g., Behn & Lin, 2000) and (ii) in some cases, hypothesized sutures at ter-
rane boundaries (e.g., Boote & Knapp, 2016; Higgins & Zietz, 1983; Sawyer, 1985; Williams & Hatcher, 1982)
(Figures 2b and 3a), we suggest that the preexisting margin structure and rifting segmentation of the
ENAM have inﬂuenced the subsequent seaﬂoor spreading regimes in the Atlantic JQZ.
5.4. Early ENAM Formation History From the ECMA to M25
Using our new Atlantic JQZ magnetic anomaly interpretations, we propose a crustal formation and evolution
model from the ECMA to M25, speciﬁcally highlighting a missing piece of the ENAM history and early Atlantic
opening (Figures 1a and 8a–8g). The IMQZ, bounded to the west by the ECMA, is the oldest crust of the
Atlantic JQZ and was possibly formed by igneous activity associated with early seaﬂoor spreading or late syn-
rift magmatism, producing IMA1–IMA5 (Figures 2b, 3b). If the IMQZ is composed of oceanic crust, we suggest
the initial seaﬂoor spreading of the Atlantic following continental rifting was perpendicular to the margin
using the consistent IMA1–IMA5 strike parallel to the ECMA, along with the IMA1–IMA5 offsets possibly repre-
senting fracture zones oriented approximately perpendicular to the ECMA, as indicators of seaﬂoor spreading
direction (Figures 2b and 3). However, the lack of magnetic anomaly ages/chron numbers for IMA1–5 causes
difﬁculty in determining a preferred scenario for the early Atlantic formation. A ridge jump at the BSMA (Bird
et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Vogt, 1973; Vogt, 1986)
would produce IMA1/IMA5 and IMA2/IMA4 as conjugate magnetic anomalies, with IMA3 in the center as
the youngest, while a drastic change in spreading rate and direction at the BSMA (Labails et al., 2010) would
produce independent magnetic anomalies younging from IMA5 to IMA1 (Figures 2b and 3b). Likewise, if
IMA1–IMA5 are the result of synrift magmatism, we suggest that rifting occurred approximately perpendicu-
lar to the margin during the formation of the IMQZ, with igneous emplacement occurring along the rift
axis similar to observations along the nascent seaﬂoor spreading near the Afar Depression (e.g., Bridges
et al., 2012).
Following the formation of the IMQZ, the crust producing the BSMA was created (Figures 2 and 8b), which
has been proposed to be related to either a ridge jump or a spreading rate/direction change (Bird et al.,
2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Kneller et al., 2012; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Vogt,
1973). In this study, we are unable to determine whether the source of the BSMA is oceanic crust produced
by seaﬂoor spreading (e.g., Labails et al., 2010) or a sliver of continental crust and igneous intrusives isolated
from the African margin by a ridge jump (e.g., Vogt, 1973). Nevertheless, if the BSMA source is crust emplaced
by seaﬂoor spreading (regardless of if a ridge jump occurred or not), the similarity in magnetic anomaly char-
acter between the BSMA and M42 in our synthetic proﬁles (see Proﬁle 1 in Figure 4) could indicate that the
BSMAmay be M42, suggesting an age of ~168.5 Ma that is consistent with the BSMA ages of previous studies
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(168–171 Ma) (Benson, 2003; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986). Alternatively,
if the BSMA is produced by an isolated sliver of continental crust
and igneous intrusives (e.g., Vogt, 1973), the similarity of the mag-
netic anomaly character between the BSMA and M42 is merely coin-
cidental, as the BSMA would not be sourced to crust produced by
seaﬂoor spreading.
Continuing after the formation of the BSMA, the OMQZ formed
(Figures 2 and 8c–8g). Our magnetic anomaly correlations in the New
England, Mid-Atlantic, and Carolina Regions, along with anomalous
ellipsoidal magnetic features such as the HFMAH, show that the seaﬂoor
spreading history from the BSMA to M25 was dictated by asymmetric
crustal accretion and ridge orientations, possibly accompanied by short
lived propagating rifts. Across the New England Region, the strike of
magnetic anomaly lineations rotate counterclockwise from ~70° to
~55° (west to east) between the BSMA and M25 (Figures 2b and
8b–8g), and the calculated seaﬂoor spreading rates are slower in the
northern part of the New England Region compared to those further
south (~12 mm/yr on Proﬁles 6 and 7 versus ~20 mm/yr on Proﬁles 1,
2, and 4). The change in magnetic anomaly strike in the New England
Region indicates a change in ridge orientation during the formation of
the OMQZ.
The conjugate Northwest African Margin shows a similar change inmag-
netic anomaly orientation between the African Blake Spur Magnetic
Anomaly (ABSMA), a possible conjugate to the BSMA (Labails et al.,
2010), andM25. A plate reconstruction to 153Ma, using the GPlates soft-
ware package (Boyden et al., 2011) and the rotation poles from the
recent global plate reconstruction model of Müller et al. (2016), shows
that the ABSMA has a strike mirroring that of the BSMA (Figure 9) (Labails et al., 2010). For the Mid-Atlantic
and Carolina Regions and their conjugates, the BSMA/ABSMA are oriented parallel to M25, while for the
New England Region and its conjugate, the BSMA and ABSMA parallel each other but are oblique to M25
(Figure 9). Additionally, the distance between the BSMA and M25 becomes narrower moving northward in
the New England Region, while the corresponding distance between the ABSMA and M25 on the
Northwestern African Margin becomes wider moving northward (Figure 9). Regardless if the ABMSA is the
conjugate to the BSMA or not (e.g., Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010; Schettino & Turco,
2009), the orientation of these linear magnetic anomalies on the either side of the Atlantic is consistent.
5.5. Crustal Accretion Style During the Early Formation of the ENAM
To account for both the slower spreading rates and magnetic anomaly lineation strike change in the New
England Region (and its conjugate on the Northwest African margin), we suggest asymmetric crustal accre-
tion occurred during the formation of the OMQZ crust of the western North Atlantic, causing a reorientation
of the ridge during the formation of the OMQZ from the bend of the ECMA, IMA1–IMA5, and BSMA to the
more linear strike of the M25 lineations and contemporaneous Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Figures 8 and 9).
Spreading center reorientations have globally been identiﬁed based on rotations of magnetic anomaly linea-
tion trends, caused by the asymmetric accretion of crust on either side of a spreading center. Ramberg et al.,
(1977) documented a spreading axis reorientation of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge southwest of the Azores, which
they propose was facilitated by a combination of asymmetric spreading and small (5–10 km) ridge jumps of
individual ridge segments. Likewise, Rona and Gray (1980) identiﬁed reorientations of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
in the young seaﬂoor between the Kane and Atlantis Fracture Zones, which they attribute to asymmetric
seaﬂoor spreading. At the Juan de Fuca Ridge, Menard and Atwater (1968) and Wilson et al. (1984) suggest
that the ridge reorientation could be facilitated by either asymmetric spreading or ridge jumps (with which
they ﬁnd associated propagating rifts), respectively. Altogether, asymmetric crustal accretion mechanisms
could account for the ridge reorientation observed between the BSMA/ABSMA and M25 (Figures 8b–8g),
with the asymmetric accretion caused by (1) asymmetric seaﬂoor spreading, with slower spreading in
Figure 9. Plate reconstruction at 153 Ma, just following the creation of M25,
the oldest generally accepted chron in the Atlantic, at ~155 Ma showing the
ENAM and northwestern African margin and the EMAG2v3 composite mag-
netic anomaly grid (Meyer et al., 2016). Compares the orientation of the
BSMA/Atlantic Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly (ABSMA) orientation and the
paleo-Mid-Atlantic Ridge at M25. Note that south of the bend in the BSMA/
ABSMA, the BSMA/ABSMA are oriented parallel to M25, while to the north,
the BSMA and ABSMA parallel each other but are oblique to M25. ABSMA
interpretation is based on Labails et al. (2010).
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the northern New England Region on the North American side and faster spreading on the African side
(Figure 8h) and/or (2) small, successive westward ridge jumps during the formation of the New England
Region that adjusted the orientation of the ridge (Figure 8i). With either mechanism (or a combination of
both), the change in orientation observed on the Northwest African Margin and asymmetric crustal
accretion balances that on the ENAM in the New England Region (Figure 9).
We do not directly interpret any missing chrons indicative of ridge jumps in the New England region, but
the presence of ridge jumps could not entirely be omitted as a mechanism responsible for the reorienta-
tion since ridge jumps could have occurred between the identiﬁed chrons in the OMQZ (Figure 2b).
Additionally, if ridge jumps occurred, the entirety of the ridge in the New England Region did not neces-
sarily jump simultaneously; rather, individual spreading segments may have jumped independently, with
the combined overall effect of changing the ridge orientation (e.g., Ramberg et al., 1977). Either mechan-
ism of asymmetric accretion or a combination of both would create the comparatively lower seaﬂoor
spreading rates calculated in the New England Region while changing the ridge orientation (Figures 8b–
8g). If asymmetric seaﬂoor spreading occurred, a slower spreading on the North American side of the ridge
in the New England Region would produce the lower rates (Figure 8h). If westward ridge jumps occurred in
the New England Region, the crust formed on the North American side of the ridge would be transferred
to the African side, causing an apparently slower spreading rate due to the reduced amount of seaﬂoor
remaining (Figure 8i).
Changes in plate motion are a potential cause of asymmetric accretion and changes in spreading axis orien-
tations (e.g., Menard & Atwater, 1968; Wilson et al., 1984). At the ENAM, Labails et al. (2010) suggested a
change in plate motion, from NNW–SSE to NW–SE, occurred at the BSMA. If this change in plate motion
occurred, coinciding with the beginning of the OMQZ formation (Figure 8b), it may have triggered the
spreading axis reorientation observed in the New England Region (Figures 8c–8g), as the BSMA in this region
is oriented more oblique to the new spreading direction compared to the BSMA of the Mid-Atlantic/Carolina
Regions and M25 (Figures 8b–8g and 9).
Short-lived propagating rift segments, such as those hypothesized to be represented by the HFMAH, could
have further contributed to the change in spreading center orientation (Figures 2 and 8a–2g). We suggest
that these propagating rifts lined up seaward of the bend observed in the ECMA and the coastline at the
New York Bight, near the boundary between the Mid-Atlantic and New England Regions, where it may have
helped accommodate the spreading center straightening to that observed at M25 (Figures 8c and 8d), as pro-
pagating rifts have been found to be accompanied by changes in spreading center strike (Hey et al., 1980,
1988, 1986).
South of the New England Region, in the Mid-Atlantic and Carolina Regions, the identiﬁed magnetic anomaly
lineations are all approximately parallel to both the BSMA and M25, and the calculated spreading rates are
consistent (~20 mm/yr) (Figures 2b and 8b–8g and Table 2). This suggests that the seaﬂoor spreading form-
ing the OMQZ in the Mid-Atlantic and Carolina Regions proceeded without any ridge reorientation
(Figures 8b–8g). Overall, seaﬂoor spreading from M25 to the present-day Mid-Atlantic Ridge has taken place
without the notable along strike variation in spreading rates and spreading axis reorientation observed in the
OMQZ (Figures 2b, 5, and 8g and Table 2) (Bird et al., 2007; Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Labails et al., 2010;
Müller et al., 2008; Schettino & Turco, 2009; Tominaga & Sager, 2010a, 2010b).
6. Conclusions
From this study we draw the following conclusions:
1. Five newly identiﬁed coherent, correlatable magnetic anomalies exist along the entire margin in the
IMQZ, which could be related to the earliest seaﬂoor spreading of the Atlantic or igneous emplacement
during the ﬁnal stages of continental rifting.
2. If the source of the BSMA is oceanic crust, the BSMA may be M series anomaly M42 (~168.5 Ma) based on
the similarity of magnetic anomaly character between the BSMA and M42.
3. Seaﬂoor spreading rates during the formation of the OMQZ in the northwestern Atlantic were slower in
the north compared to the south, and a 15° counterclockwise reorientation of the spreading axis occurred
and straightened the prominent bend in the ECMA to the more linear strike of M25 and the contempora-
neous Mid-Atlantic Ridge, possibly caused by asymmetric spreading and/or westward ridge jumps.
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4. The HFMAH may be sourced from magma emplaced during a short-lived propagating rift that may have
helped accommodate the straightening of the ridge during the formation of the OMQZ.
5. The newly identiﬁed magnetic anomalies and lineations offsets documented in this study possibly reﬁne
fracture zone locations in the IMQZ and OMQZ. These interpreted offsets that could indicate fracture
zones project into segmentation in ECMA, which may support earlier hypotheses that preexisting margin
structure controlled rift segments, which in turn inﬂuenced segmentation in the ECMA and the subse-
quent seaﬂoor spreading regimes in the Atlantic JQZ.
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